Density functional theory can be extended to excited states by means of a unified variational approach for passive state ensembles. This extension overcomes the restriction of the typical density functional approach to ground states, and offers useful formal and demonstrated practical benefits. The correlation energy functional in the generalized case acquires higher complexity than its ground state counterpart, however. Little is known about its internal structure nor how to effectively approximate it in general. Here we demonstrate that such a functional can be broken down into natural components, including what we call "state-" and "density-driven" correlations, with the latter being a unique feature of ensembles. Such a decomposition, summarised in eq. (10), is exact and also provides us with a pathway to general approximations.
Electronic structure theory has transformed the study of chemistry, materials science and condensed matter physics, by enabling quantitative predictions using computers. But a general solution to the many-electron problem remains elusive, because the electron-electron interactions imply highly non-trivial correlations among the relevant degrees of freedoms. Out of the numerous electronic structure methodologies, density functional theory [1] [2] [3] (DFT) has become the dominant approach thanks to its balance between accuracy and speed, achieved by using the electron density as the basic variable, then mapping the original interacting problem onto an auxiliary non-interacting problem.
DFT gives access to ground states, but not excited states, meaning alternatives must be used for important processes like photochemistry or exciton physics [4] . Its time-dependent extension (TDDFT) does offer access to excited states at reasonable cost [5, 6] , and is thus commonly employed for this purpose. Routine applications of TDDFT reuse ground-state approximations by evaluating them on the instantaneous density, the so-called adiabatic approximation. This approach fails badly, however, when many-body correlations defy a time-dependent mean-field picture, including for important charge transfer excitations [7, 8] .
One highly promising alternative involves tackling both ground and excited eigenstates by means of one and the same density functional approach [9] [10] [11] , using ensemble DFT (EDFT). EDFT is appealing because it can automatically deal with otherwise difficult orthogonality conditions and can potentially tap into more than 30 years of density functional approximation development. EDFT has been shown to solve problems that are difficult for TDDFT, such as charge transfers, double excitations, and conical intersections [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Consolidating the preliminary success of EDFT into useful approximations requires further understanding of how many-body correlations get encoded in EDFT and how they can be approximated generally. The correlation energy of many-electron ground states is traditionally divided into dynamical (weak) and static (strong) correlations. This decomposition is by no means unambiguous, yet is very useful both for designing, and understanding the limitations of, approximations [23] . Both static and dynamic correlations are also present in ensembles. But the internal structure of the correlation energy functional for ensembles is, by necessity, more complex. Little is known about its specific properties and quirks.
In this Letter, we therefore introduce a decomposition of the ensemble correlation energy that lends itself both to an exact evaluation and to a universal approximation scheme. This decomposition uncovers a particular kind of correlation which is unique to EDFT -density-driven correlations -which has so far gone unnoticed, and which is similar to, but not the same as density-driven errors of approximations [24] . Ultimately, these components appear because the Kohn-Sham scheme in EDFT provides the exact overall ensemble particle density, but not the density of each state in the ensemble. Our approach makes use of recent results on the Hartree-exchange component of the ensemble energy [25] and introduces a generalization of the Kohn-Sham machinery, which is also presented here. We shall describe our construction first formally and then also by means of direct applications. In doing so, we provide estimates of the magnitude of the various correlation components in prototypical cases. The relevance of the density-driven correlation is thus established unambiguously.
A primer on EDFT: For a given electron-electron interaction strength λ, external potential v, and set of weights W one can find an ensemble density matrix,
Here W = {w κ } describes a set of non-negative weights that obey κ w κ = 1. A consequence of (1) is that |κ λ are eigenfunctions ofĤ λ [v] =T + λŴ + n(r)v(r)dr arXiv:1808.04994v1 [physics.chem-ph] 15 Aug 2018 sorted so that w κ ≤ w κ for eigenvalues E λ κ > E λ κ where E λ κ = κ|Ĥ|κ , making the ensemble a passive state, i.e. one from which no work can be extracted [26] . We can, without loss of generality, assign equal weights whenever interacting states are degenerate. [27] Then, n λ [v; W] ≡ Tr[Γ λ [v; W]n(r)] defines a unique functional of v and W.
By the Gross-Oliveira-Kohn (GOK) theorems [9] [10] [11] and the usual assumption that all densities of interest are ensemble v-representable, there exists a potential v λ [n; W] ≡ arg max
that is a unique functional of n and W. Notice here we allow λ to vary while keeping n constant to connect "adiabatically" the non-interacting (λ = 0, v 0 ≡ v s ) with the fully interacting limits (λ = 1, v 1 ≡ v). This lets us define the universal functional
For brevity, we now drop explicit references to W.
The KS kinetic energy T s is a density functional defined by the special case λ = 0, in which interactionsŴ are switched off completely. Eq. (3) gives
where |κ 0 are orthogonal KS eigenstates ofĤ 0 =T + nv 0 [n]dr. For simplicity, we focus on cases for which the degeneracy only involves the spin-degree of freedoms, not the orbital part -this is sufficient for elucidating the main points of this work. This lets us choose states |κ 0 that are Slater determinants of one-particle orbitals φ i [n](r), specified by their occupation factors θ κ iσ ∈ {0, 1} for orbital i in spin σ. The orbitals obey
accounts for the electron-electron interaction beyond the Kohn-Sham kinetic energy. Gould and Pittalis [25] recently showed that the ensemble Hartree-exchange energy:
is of a similar form to (4), with the difference that terms Λ Hx,κ can involve contributions from superpositions of different determinants |κ 0 :
Here, |κ 0 + = κ U κκ |κ 0 is taken over Slater determinants with different spin configurations, that are degenerate both in particle density and kinetic energy. Thus, |κ 0 + can be regarded as valid non-interacting KS (yet multi-determinant) states obeying κ 0 + |n|κ 0 + = n s,κ and κ 0 + |T |κ 0 + = T s,κ .
To complete the picture, we can further define the correlation energy functional
as the difference between the unknown F 1 and the known exact exchange (EXX) functional F EXX ≡ T s + E Hx . While formally correct, the above expression serves little use in practice. In what follows, we shall introduce what we argue is a more useful expression for E c [n].
Moving toward this objective, it is important to note that the KS densities n s,κ are not the same as the densities of interacting states n κ . As an example, consider the lowest lying triplet (ts) and singlet (ss) excited states in H 2 . The KS densities of the singlet and triplet excitation are equal to each other while the interacting ones are not, i.e. n s,ts = n s,ss and n ts = n ss [21] . The same overall ensemble density is, by construction, obtained from the KS and the real ensemble. This fact is not specific to H 2 , and its implications for the general structure of the correlation energy of ensembles forms the bulk of the remainder of this letter. We shall first proceed formally, and then review and test key results in concrete cases.
State-and density-driven ensemble correlations: First, it is useful to recall that the energy components can be restated from functionals of n into functionals of the (ensemble) KS potential. As mentioned above, Λ Hx,κ depends on the same set of single-particls orbitals as T s,κ and n s,κ . Thus, they can all be transformed into a functional of a potential, by replacing
. Therefore, given a functional of the single-particle orbitals, we can readily expressed it as a functional of the KS potential; such as n s,
As a second and crucial step, we admit that the KS procedure can be extended in such a way that for any state |κ , we can find at least one potential v κ s such that n s,κ [v s → v κ s ] = n κ is the resulting density. Although there may be multiple potentials that give the density
selects v κ s as the potential yielding n κ that is closest to the KS potential yielding n.
Once v κ s is determined, we introducē
where the original functionals are transformed by replacing the KS orbitals ψ i [v s ] → ψ i [v κ s ] in the orbital functionals, to give energy bifunctionals of the specific density n κ and the total ensemble density n. We thus extend all key functionals to be specified for ensemble density components, as well as globally. For the special case n κ = n s,κ we are guaranteed to find v κ s [n s,κ , n] = v s by construction.
It then follows that T s [n] = κ w κTs,κ [n s,κ , n], E Hx [n] = κ w κΛHx,κ [n s,κ , n]. Finally, we can express E c [n] as follows:
Here, the state-driven (SD),
and density-driven (DD),
terms are defined usinḡ
Eq. (10) is the key result of the present work. It expresses the correlation energy of GOK ensembles in terms of: a) state-driven correlations i.e., a weighted average over terms shown in (11) which are like the usual pure state correlation energy, but here involve bifunctionals of [n κ , n]; and b) density-driven correlations, i.e., a weighted average over terms shown in (12) , which resemble difference between exact exchange energies at different pure state densities. Note that in a pure state (ground-state) system, n s,0 = n 0 = n and thus E DD c = 0, as expected. Density-driven correlations are consequently a unique feature of ensemble DFT.
Implications: First of all, we stress that our decomposition does not necessitate handling directly highly problematic spurious (either self-or ghost-) interactions [28] [29] [30] . Because, our correlation functional is defined on top of an ensemble Hartree-exchange which is already maximally free from such interactions. Any spurious interactions present must thus be the result of approximation. Our decomposition, of course, is not meant to tame unavoidable strong correlations.
We now turn to how our scheme can help in the development of new approximations. Inspired by the principle of minimal effort, one might seek to replace the entire correlation energy with the SD terms, eq. (11), by reusing any standard DFT approximation, i.e. set E SD c,κ [n κ , n] → E DFA c [n κ ]. Such a proposal is not new in EDFT and with appropriate care has been shown to give good results in excited state and related non-integer ensembles [13, 28, 31] . But now we can finally appreciate what is neglected by using such a simplified approach.
Not only is the additional functional dependence on n disregarded, but also the corresponding DD correlations, eq. (12), are entirely ignored.
Our next concern is to determine how important these missing terms are. As we shall show, the DD correlation energy is non-negligible in the prototypical cases we study. Consequently, there is a need to account for it when devising new, EDFT-specific functionals.
Charge transfer molecule μ=2
Strongly correlated molecule μ=0 
. By tuning µ, the molecules can exhibit chemically interesting properties such as charge transfer excitations (µ = 2) or strong correlations (µ = 0) [21] .
We restrict ourselves to ensembles involving the ground-(gs), triplet-excited (ts) and singlet-excited (ss) states only. We perform our calculations in three steps:
1. Solve the two electron HamiltonianĤ with oneand two-body interactions terms to obtain interacting state-specific terms E κ , |κ , n κ ,
, for the three states κ ∈ {gs, ts, ss}, and ensemble averages therefrom, e.g., n = κ w κ n κ and F 1 = κ w κ F 1 κ .
2. Invert the density using the single-particle orbital Hamiltonianĥ = − 1 2 ∂ 2 x + v(x) to find v(x) = v s (x) → n(x) and real orbitals φ 0 and φ 1 that are required for the KS eigenstates. Here, v s depends on the density n and groundstate weight w gs only, as n = (1+w gs )φ 2 0 +(1−w gs )φ 2 1 . From these terms, calculate n s,κ , T s,κ and Λ Hx,κ , and ensemble averages, again for κ ∈ {gs, ts, ss}. Here, T s,ts = T s,ss and n s,ts = n s,ss but Λ Hx,ts = Λ Hx,ss .
Carry out separate inversions using n gs
= n ts to obtain the three potentials v κ s . By all indications these are unique as the inversion routine smoothly approaches a solution in all cases. Then use the resulting orbitals ψ 0 [v κ s ] and ψ 1 [v κ s ] to calculateT s,κ [n κ , n] andΛ Hx,κ [n κ , n] on the interacting densities of the three states, and thus obtain the final ingredients for eqs (10)- (12) .
In Figure 1 we show the correlation energy for two examples of bond breaking (which occurs at R ≈ 3), resolved into total, DD and SD components. One example exhibits charge transfer excitations (top) with µ = 2, and the other involves strong correlations (bottom) with µ = 0. We choose an ensemble with 60% groundstate, 30% triplet state and 10% singlet state (60/30/10%).
The first thing to notice is that in the "typical" charge transfer case, the DD correlations form a substantial portion of the total correlation energy, about 25% on average. This highlights the importance of capturing, or approximating it somehow: a raw application of even a nearly perfect approximation to the SD correlations will miss around one quarter of the correlation energy. The strongly correlated case has a similar breakdown for small R, but becomes dominated by the SD correlations for large R (see especially the inset). This is not surprising, as the SD term captures the multi-reference physics that gives rise to most of the correlation energy, whereas the DD term contains only weaker dynamic correlations.
Of final note, close inspection of the strongly correlated case reveals a subtle point: for R ≥ 3, the DD correlation energy is positive. At first glance this might seem to be impossible -correlation energies should always be negative. However, it reflects the fact that the DD correlation energy is defined via an energy difference between two states which come from different many-body problems with different densities. Thus, the negative sign is not guaranteed by any minimization principle.
Next, we turn to the densities of the two cases above, which we show in Figure 2 for R = 4. As above, we evalauate the 60/30/10% case (middle), but we also include a 60/40/0% case (left) without any singlet contribution, to uncover the role of the weights on the densities. We show density differences ∆n κ = n s,κ −n κ between KS and true states in the left and middle panels, and the true densities at the right. We also show the weighted mean absolute density difference ∆|n| = κ w κ |∆n κ |, to visually summarise the density difference that may affect the energy, keeping in mind that κ w κ ∆n κ = 0. In all cases it is clear that the density differences are substantial.
One particularly interesting feature is that the strongly correlated case (bottom) shows fundamentally different deviations when the singlet is neglected or included, reflecting the large errors n s,ts − n ts and n s,ss − n ss in simultaneously trying to represent the triplet and singlet states using n s,ts = n s,ss = φ 2 0 + φ 2 1 . Any calculation of ensembles involving the three lowest energy configurations will need to handle such a difficult case via a direct DD correlation energy approximation.
Finally, we note that the results reported here can be directly generalized to show that density-driven terms will also feature in other ensemble theories, such as for non-integer electron number [32] , using the LEXX functional for Hx [33] . The relationship between the two approaches, and a recently introduced unified approach [34], will be investigated in future works.
To conclude, it is clear from our construction, exemplified in eq. (10), and from our illustrative examples, that the density-driven correlation energy is an important part of the correlation energy E c of ensembles. An apparent advantage of our approach is that it does not require us to deal with the disastrous ghost interactions, that can be avoided already at the Hartree-exchange level. Our results shows that direct transfer of existing DFT approximations to ensembles -which can be done on state-driven components only -will miss the densitydriven part of the correlation energy that contributes up to 30% of E c , in our examples.
The correlation energies of many-electron ensembles are more than a straightforward sum of their state components. Thus, future ensemble density functional approximations must find some way to systematically account for the terms revealed in this work, in a low-cost fashion. Work is ongoing to establish what role these terms contribute in more realistic systems, and whether or not simple approximations might deal with them.
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